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Gothenburg and Volvo 
– a common vision

An innovative and forward-thinking city in sustainable mobility

A region at the forefront of sustainable solutions and mobility – attracts 
competence, investment and company establishments 

An arena for testing new products and services in public transport

A source of inspiration and power of motivation for future 
urban development

A world class automotive industry



A partnership for 
sustainable public 
transport 
Region Västra Götaland, the City of Gothenburg, Lindholmen

Science Park, Johanneberg Science Park, Swedish Energy Agency 

and AB Volvo have entered a memorandum of agreement for joint 

development of sustainable public transport solutions for the future. 
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Partners
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Overall goal
To create an innovative electrified bus system that forms part of the 

public transport system in the City of Gothenburg in order to develop 

and test new services and products that contribute to a more 

attractive public transport system.

To develop, through the ElectriCity partnership, working methods for 

demonstration projects between public and private actors, and to 

produce new business models for sustainable mobility in the city 

that can be scaled up outside the demonstration arena.
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A unique demonstration 
project in Gothenburg

Quiet, emission-free and fuel-efficient electric buses from Volvo

Electric bus service between Johanneberg Science Park and 
Lindholmen Science Park

Includes future bus stop solutions, ITS solutions, safety concepts, 
green depot and energy solutions 

Tests and demonstrates new ways to travel by public transport 

Starts 2015
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Two kinds of buses
Plug-in hybrid Electric bus
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Plug-in hybrid
Quiet, electrically powered 
70% of the route

80% lower exhaust emissions 
on roads 

80% less CO2

60% lower energy consumption

The same technology as 
the hybrid

Greater battery capacity
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The electric bus
Quiet

Energy-efficient

Zero emissions when using 
renewable electricity

Indoor driving possible

Flexible urban development
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Test route
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Test route

Lindholmen Science Park 

Johanneberg Science Park 
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Makes indoor bus stops possible
Clean, quiet, close to the stream 
of passengers

Frees up the space for pedestrians 
and cyclists

‘Social meeting-place’
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ElectriCity from an urban 
development perspective

Facilitates urban planning 

Bus services become controllable 
for improved integration into the 
cityscape

Less or no noise

Less or no CO2

Cleaner air



Visionary partnership 
that brings us closer 
to the goal of 
sustainable passenger 
transport and profiles 
a progressive city




